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COVID-19 Outbreak. A global aviation
recession
45% Global seat offer cut (Week 30-03)
The COVID-19 outbreak is having a major impact on national and international aviation and air
traffic is expected to decline further in the coming weeks. No region of the globe will escape the
depression.
LAC: 2 weeks delay
versus Europe

Seats per week (index 100)

Seats evolution by region (Week 30/12/2019 – Week 30/03/2020)
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98% of global air market is under severe confinement and flight restrictions
According to IATA COVID Financial Impact Assessment, dated March 24, Latin America will
experience in 2020 one of the starkest declines in traffic versus 2019, very close to Europe's. Many
airlines in the region have ceased operations completely as most of the countries in Latin America
and Caribbean (LAC) have closed their borders in order to combat the spread of COVID-19.

Borders closed for all except
own nationalities/residents
Some nationalities or
passengers arriving from
some countries denied entry
Some arriving passengers
quarantined
Healthcare certificates required
Enhanced screening
Source: IATA
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Unprecedented crisis for air transport
sector
Health crisis + global economic sudden stop
For the first time since 2008, the global GDP growth for 2020 is expected to be negative. Up to
75 million jobs are at immediate risk globally based on research from the World Travel & Tourism
Council.
SARS (2003)
Asia GDP growing
10%

Avian flu (2005)
Asia & Global GDP growing

MERS flu (2015)
Asia GDP growing

1st time converging the lack of
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poor economy
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Global outbreak and uneven timing
Some parts of the world will control and minimize the outbreak in a few months, while for other
countries it could take longer. As a result, air services to some regions will resume sooner than
others where restrictions may still apply.
Confinement

Country
1
Country
2
Country
3
100 Cases

Pre-Quarantine

Quarantine

Tests Post-Quarantine

Confinement recovery

Recovery

The recovery scheme works as plates sliding at different speeds. The slowest plate (country), due to
friction (trade, trade relationship) slows down the system as a whole. As a result, the recovery rate is
defined by the country with the worst strategy against COVID-19 (longer duration of the pandemic
stages).
It is expected that domestic/enclosed markets with proper policies against COVID-19 (i.e. US
domestic or Intra-EU traffics), will recover faster than the international segments. The international
traffic rebound will be harder as it will depend on each country pair. The confidence in the measures
applied by the counterpart will define the future of LAC-US or Intra-LAC connectivity.
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Dramatic drop in demand will impact
all sectors of the aviation industry
Commercial air transport has direct and indirect impacts over many business activities including
manufacturers, lessors, infrastructure providers, regulators, service providers, airlines, distribution
channels based on the demand foundation, etc.
The COVID-19 outbreak has triggered a cascade effect. The fall in demand has directly impacted
the airlines which are, at the same time, spreading their financial crisis to the whole industry:
aircraft returns and requests of lease relief to lessors, cancellations of aircraft orders to
manufacturers, airports deprived of flights, passengers, and retail, generating lack of revenues,
with supporting services (handling, maintenance, cleaning) costs still to be covered.
The sustainability of the aviation sector in LAC will depend to a large extent on the adequacy of
the stimulation packages implemented by each of the regional governments.

In the short term, the liquidity of the weakest link in the chain, the airlines, should be
ensured. In Europe there are several countries announcing support for airline employees in
order to reduce their staff costs.
Subsequently, measures should be implemented to reactivate the demand so that the sector's
liquidity problems do not result in solvency problems and bankruptcies.
Airports will follow airlines in requiring relief measures. Governments will have to consider
measures to rebalance the concession contracts of many airport operators
Ground Handlers

GDSs and
Tourism agents

ANSPs
Finance institutions

Airport
Operators

MRO

Investment Funds

Aircraft lessors &
Manufacturers
Commercial
Partners
Construction
Companies

Demand

Airlines

Aviation
Authorities
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LAC has been hit later but will be as
hard as other affected regions
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Main airports capacity cut by market
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* Airports without relevant domestic traffic

Airports are operating domestic traffic plus
international flights mainly to North America or for
repatriation purposes

Main airlines capacity cut by market

(updated 31/03)
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Seat capacity cut

Most of the top carriers in Latin America have now
ceased all commercial passenger operations,
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Note:
- LATAM Airlines still operating international flights to/from USA and the
main regional cities;
- Azul and Gol still operating flights to/from USA and main domestic
routes;
- Avianca still operating main domestic routes with 1 freq/day;
- Aeromexico still operating flights to/from USA and has reduced the
domestic frequencies (probably a total cut in the course of this week)

Source: Airlines websites, OAG schedule analyzer, Fitch ratings
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LAC market is highly exposed to
international resolutions and decisions
Millions seats

Market segmentation by Region (Jan 2019-Feb 2020)
Average market share
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Unlike the European and US markets, where internal flights represent more than 85% of
seats, the Latin American market is more exposed to the international segment, where
recovery of passenger confidence is expected to be slower.
Within the Latin American market, the domestic flights represent 66% of seats and, as
mentioned before, the recovery path will basically depend on each country’s responses
against the COVID-19.
The international segment represents 34% of the market share but has a much higher
weight on the financials of the sector and is highly threatened in the short/mid term:
15% North America (USA and Canada), countries are still not on complete lockdown
and their recovery could be delayed. From an airline perspective, this market is
dominated by the North American carriers.
14% Intra-LatAm where there is no integrated strategy between the countries nor
common market approach.

International market in LAC by carrier flag (% Feb 2020 seats)
20% LAC
carriers

0% Other
carriers

7% Other
carriers

80% North
American
carriers

14% LAC
carriers

93% LAC
carriers

1% Other
carriers

85%
European
carriers

Source: OAG schedule analyzer, ALG analysis

Latin American market is more exposed to the international segment and the international
carriers’ strategy will affect its development
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The delay in the US market recovery
would hit the LAC international market
LAC international market very dependent of the US (2019)
% of International offer

14% Other
INT offer

43% US
offer

Other
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74%

66% 58%
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70%
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27%
25%
16% 37%
17% 10% 13% 14% 11% 8% 14%
10%
5% 13%

43% INTRALAC offer
Source: OAG schedule analyzer, ALG analysis

The US is still not in full lockdown
European Market – Lockdown (Germany is
an exception)

US Market – Only certain international restrictions

Source: Flightradar (05-04-2020)

The total infected peak & lockdown end date remain far
Total Infected
1,0E+08

More than half of the states are already in
lockdown (California, Florida, New York, etc.)
and other states are expected to follow in the
next weeks as COVID-19 expands in the US

Peak

1,0E+06

o
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Current lockdowns to be lifted between
W2 June and W3 July

The peak of new cases is expected in W1 May
1,0E+02
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Source: Boston Consulting Group

Date
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Main LAC airlines will face viability
risks due to liquidity issues
Main LAC airlines: Operating Margin (2019)
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Note: Operating margin calculated as operating profit as percentage of total revenues
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Main LAC airlines: Coverage of revenues (2019)
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Liquidity + short-term
debt coverage
Only cash coverage

Note: Coverage of Revenues represents the average monthly revenue that can be covered with assets (cash and other liquidity)
and short-term financial debt according to airline financial statement

Some airlines will not have enough cash reserves to manage their financials and they would be
driven to technical bankruptcy or breached debt covenants. Some governments could consider the
nationalization of the (previous) national carriers as an alternative to providing financial support/aid.
Source: Airlines Financial Statement 2019

If Latin American airlines cancel 100% of their itineraries for an extended period, they will
survive on average between 1.5 and 5 months without reducing its variable costs
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Looking forward; Different recovery
scenarios
Aviation has never faced a similar global crisis. The COVID-19 outbreak will deeply change the air
transport demand scheme and patterns. The depths of the change will depend on how long the
pandemic overcome might take. Even when the health crisis ends, the recovery of the passengers
confidence as well as the economic downturn will continue impacting the aviation sector.
Demand timeline
Business
as usual

First cases

Pre
quarantine

Quarantine
(3-6 months)

Open
trials

100 fatalities

Restoring confidence Economic recovery
(years?)
(months?)

Vaccine/Treatment

Illustrative

1

Index (crisis month=1)

“V” recovery

Unlikely (short term
downturn)

“U” recovery

Base Case (Sudden stop
& Global Recession)

“L” Recovery
Worst Case (Global Depression)

0

Different recovery shape depending on Markets & Travel Purpose
Domestic/enclosed markets. Expected to recover first if Governments implement effective
social distancing initiatives.
International markets. Different recovery pace depending on each country pair, and affected
by many unmanageable factors: Policies against COVID-19, quarantine time, treatment
availability, macroeconomic impact, etc. Some countries may be stigmatized longer than others.
Travel purpose

o

Business: A fast recovery is expected for certain business where mobility is a must.
Potential sustained structural losses for some businesses that will progressively introduce
teleworking.

o

Visiting Friends and Relatives: The recovery will take a bit longer, especially for lowincome population that is exposed to massive layoffs.

o

Tourism: The sector has been heavily hit and its recovery is expected to be delayed. The
combination of confidence and economic recovery is likely to penalize this passenger
segment.
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LAC capacity is expected to decrease
~40% in 2020 (base case scenario)
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(Mseats 2020 v. 2019)
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LAC capacity cuts estimation – “U” recovery scenario
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263
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215
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-27%

-38%

% YoY

-32%

-41%

COVID-19 impact estimation by scenarios: Latin America (Mseats, 2020 v. 2019)
2019

2020 – “V” recovery

-26% capacity cut

2020 Base – “U” recovery

-41% capacity cut

2020 – “L” recovery

-58% capacity cut
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Seat capacity is expected to decrease between -26% and -58% in 2020 versus 2019 in
LAC aviation market.
The base scenario (“U” recovery”) considers that LAC market will need more than 1 year
to recover pre-crisis demand levels
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Expected recovery rate in main
LAC markets (1/2)
Mpax (2019)

Seats by airline

Seats by Market

(2019)

(2019)

Mature Domestic market that
would support the air traffic
recovery with the appropriate
Gov’s measures.
Short term capacity cut could
lead to the potential collapse
of the FSNC with lowest
coverage and/or poorest
operating performance

3%
2%
5% 1%

Brazil
89%

121.8 Mpax

Domestic and NA markets
represent more than 90%.
The recent Gov passivity
against the pandemic and
the US lockdown delay are
posing threats.
LCC share higher than
50%; potential collapse of
those with worse financial
situation

22%
3%
5%

Mexico

70%

104.2 Mpax

Mature domestic market
and quick Gov’s reaction
against COVID-19. A fast
recovery is expected.
High exposure to Avianca’s
restructuring process.
Hub operation risk: BOG
(~35Mpax) has 8% of INTINT pax

3%
6%
12%

Colombia

79%

45.8 Mpax

5%4%

Argentina

22%
69%

30.4 Mpax
*AA: Aerolíneas Argentinas

DOM

LA

EU

NA

Others

FSC

Source: OAG schedule analyzer, ALG analysis
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LCC

Others

31% exposure to int’l
markets which adds
uncertainty.
AA* is expected to
continue operating despite
its negative operating
results and short coverage
of revenues. LATAM could
reduce or even exit the
market for a while
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Expected recovery rate in main
LAC markets (2/2)
Mpax (2019)

Seats by airline

Seats by Market

(2019)

(2019)

3%

Mature domestic market but
30% exposure to
international market. More
than 50% of seats offered by
LATAM could reinforce its
positioning in LIM.
Hub operation risk: LIM
(~24Mpax) has 16% of INTINT pax

5%

22%

Peru

70%

26.2 Mpax

21%

Traffic demand is driven by
connecting the American
continent via PTY.
Strong positioning of COPA,
expected to be maintained.
Hub operation risk: 77% INTINT connections. Strict sanity
protocols in PTY could
penalize the hub efficiency
in the short-mid term

5%

5%

Panama

69%

17.9 Mpax

Highly dependent on
touristic sector which is
expected to be the most
affected by the crisis:
Demand profile fall, leisure
airlines stress, hotel sector.
Inter-Island traffic will
mainly depend on Caribbean
Gov’s policies

11%

Caribbean
islands

22%

54%

Antigua&Barbuda, Bahamas,
Barbados, Cuba, Dominica,
Dominican Rep, Grenada, Haití,
Jamaica, St. Kitts&Nevis, Sta Lucia,
S Vicente,, Trinidad & Tobago

13%

30.7 Mpax

Low income market,
expected to be hit hard by
the global recession, with
no relevant national airlines.
Its recovery will depend on
its ability to maintain the
pandemic under-control, the
US economy/airlines
rebound, the connectivity
through PTY

21%

Central
America

38%
3%

Belize, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras, Nicaragua
(without Panama)

38%

11.9 Mpax
DOM

LA

EU

NA

Others

FSC

Source: OAG schedule analyzer, ALG analysis
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Different airport recovery profile, but
big projects planning still needed
Airport recovery profile (always depending on
each country’s policies against the pandemic)

Top35 LAC Airports

“U” recovery

Major hubs “gateways” combining
solvent FSNC that will tend to
concentrate even more operations and
are likely to receive government support,
with LCC operating domestic point to
point markets
Major international hubs: Strong FSNC
connecting INT-INT markets that could
suffer the uncertainty generated by the
heterogeneous Gov’s policies, countries
GDP rebounds, etc.
Regional international airport without a
solid FSNC base and/or served by LCC
with low economic viability
“L” recovery

Major / medium touristic airports,
especially those with a high long haul
services share, with relevant tour
operator/charter offer
Source: OAG schedule analyzer, ALG analysis

Long term investment plans for main LAC airports/cities will still be needed
GDL
new Terminal and 2nd RWY

New LIM
new Terminal and 2nd RWY

Santa Lucia
Toluca / MEX expansion

Projects in Colombia: Airport
System in Bogota, Cartagena, etc.

Brazil: Mandatory investment under
latest concession agreements

PTY
3rd RWY project
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Airports require public support to
make the recovery viable
Revised IATA revenue forecast (31st March 2020) estimates that impact of the pandemic now
stands at -41% fall in RPKs and minus USD15B versus 2019 levels for the region.
Governments should start as soon as possible with the implementation of several initiatives that
will be needed to ensure sustainability of the LAC air transport sector.

01.

Provide economic, financial
and fiscal relief measures

01
05.

Suspension of
the 80/20 slot rule
for a limited period

05

02

04

02.

Waive
concession airport
fees (where
applicable), fees
and taxes

03

04.

03.

Temporary relief from
compliance with quality of service

Delay infrastructure
investment requirements

The multilateral development banks are key in the recovery of the sector in LAC:
They need to reinforce their presence in the region with a triple objective:
1. to mobilize finance
2. to support public procurement
3. to increase technical assistance and advisory services for knowledge creation and
knowledge transfer
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Airport Operator responsiveness

Quarantine
(3-6 months)

Pre
quarantine

Business Continuity Plan
In order to deal with the sanitary, social and economic crisis linked to the
COVID-19, most of the airport operators are implementing their Business
Continuity Plans. According to Business Continuity Management Framework for
Health-related disruptions at airports issued by ACI in 2012, a Business Continuity
Plan outlines how the essential operations and services are maintained and
achieved, either by establishing deeper layers of resiliency to essential
operations and services, or through alternative arrangements.

IT–Biometric solutions

Open trials

New IT solutions should be adopted looking to minimize contact: this health
measure could be key for the final push to airport operators in the use of
biometric (facial/iris recognition) as well as paperless process.

Refinancing Operations
Additionally, airport operator companies will require refinancing packages and
loan modification programs to manage the outbreak by cutting the financing
costs.

(years?)

Economic
recovery

(months?)

Restoring
confidence

Concession Agreement & Scheme Review
Most of the airport operators will require financial support/aid from
governments. Airports under PPP schemes will apply their Force Majeure Event
clauses considering the Concession Agreement Review. The review of the
economic model of the concession will be imperative to ensure the financial
viability of the concessionaire.
It will also be necessary to review the PPP Concession Agreement Schemes
used by some of the Governments, incorporating the best practices and lessons
learned from this crisis in order to make the agreements more self-adjusting.
The revision of the contractual frameworks, towards single / dual till schemes,
looking to be more flexible in relation to the demand behaviour, allowing to
minimize the rebalancing in the event of demand outbreaks.

Based on our experience, the adjustment measures that need to be at least
considered on rebalancing a concession are: reviewing the concession term, the
revenue share (%) and the capital project plan (size and term of the investments)
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